PARAMOUNT presents

ZANE GREY'S
The
Thundering Herd

with
Randolph Scott, Judith Allen,
Harry Carey, Buster Crabbe,
Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton,
and Monte Blue.

Directed by Henry Hathaway.

IT'S A PARAMOUNT PICTURE.
In 1874, white men invade Indian territory and ruthlessly slaughter the buffalo, for whose hides a rich commercial market has been developed. Clark Sprague and Jude Pilchuck, partners in a trading post in the buffalo country, take Tom Doane, a stage coach driver, into partnership.

On his last coach trip, Tom rescues Jude, who has been attacked and robbed of his hides by white men masquerading as Indians. Jude rightly suspects Randall Jett, but he cannot get proof, for Jett has the Indian feathers burnt immediately.

Tom loves Jett’s stepdaughter, Milly Fayre, and wants to get her away from the thieves’ camp, where she is worried by Jett’s unwelcome attentions and the jealousy of his second wife. Milly agrees to steal away at night and marry Tom, but when he arrives at the rendezvous, he finds that the caravan has left. Tom gallops in pursuit, catches it up and rescues Milly.

But he is caught by Jett’s men, badly beaten in a fight by Jett, tied, while unconscious, to his horse, and carried by the animal back to his camp. Tom is nursed back to health by his partners and taken on a big buffalo hunt, but he is inconsolable, because of his failure, and takes no interest in the hunting.

At last Tom hears that Jett is in the neighbourhood, and in spite of a threatening blizzard he rides in search of Milly. Meantime, a fearful scene is enacted in Jett’s camp. Mrs. Jett finds two of the men plotting to steal the hides, and kills them both. When Jett returns he reproves her. There is a fight, and both Jett and his wife are killed.

Milly, terrified, escapes in one of the wagons, but finds herself in the path of stampeding buffalo. She is saved by Tom, but they discover that Sprague’s caravan and another outfit are surrounded by hostile Indians.

They ride to Little Bend and bring a wagon train to the rescue. The Indians are repulsed, and Tom and Milly plan an early marriage.
Round-Up

Only 4,000 buffalo remain in the United States as descendants of the giant herds that totalled 8,000,000 in 1870. More than half of the surviving bison were rounded up for the thrilling stampede scenes shown in Zane Grey's outdoor romance, "The Thundering Herd," now playing at the...... Theatre.

Paramount filmed the entire picture at Lone Pine, California, with Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Noah Beery, Buster Crabbe, Raymond Hatton and Harry Carey heading the cast.

Outdoors!

Not One Indoor Shot Mars Latest Zane Grey Film, 'Thundering Herd'

Paramount's picturisation of Zane Grey's outdoor romance, "The Thundering Herd," now showing at the...... Theatre, holds the unique distinction of having been filmed entirely away from the home studio in Hollywood. Not one scene was photographed inside the film plant.

Almost all the thrilling sequences, featuring Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton and Harry Carey, were filmed during the two weeks spent on one of the locations near Lone Pine, California.

"Even the village street scenes and interiors were made away from Hollywood with real backgrounds," Director Henry Hathaway pointed out.

"We completed the picture on schedule and obtained some beautiful backgrounds for our action on the Mt. Whitney and Death Valley districts."

In addition to the above-named players, this thrilling romance of the days when wild herds of buffalo roamed the plains and Indians ruled the land, has Monte Blue, Blanche Friderici, Barton MacLane and Frank Rice in supporting parts.

Brilliant Cast Enacts Drama Of Grey Film

Assured of success by a brilliant all-star cast, "The Thundering Herd" opened yesterday at the...... Theatre to bring to the screen all the dangers, thrills, suspense and romance in the famous Zane Grey story.

Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Monte Blue, Harry Carey, Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton, Buster Crabbe and Blanche Friderici head the cast chosen by Director Henry Hathaway to portray the epic of the plains.

Into the danger and strife of the days when men and women surged westward in pursuit of the American buffalo, are hurled Tom Doan' (Randolph Scott) and Milly Fayre (Judith Allen). Theirs is a love which has to conquer the tremendous obstacles of Milly's murderous step-parents (Noah Beery and Blanche Friderici) and the death rumble of stampeding buffalo and Indians on the war path.

Tom, an adventurous young hunter of the plains, braves blizzards and risks his life to wage a seemingly losing battle for Milly.

Half of World Buffalo Herds In Film Scene

The roaring, stampeding dangerous herd of buffaloes that will flash across the screen of the...... Theatre next...... when Paramount's filmisation of Zane Grey's outdoor romance, "The Thundering Herd," opens a...... day engagement, represents approximately half of the total number of those rare animals in existence on the North American continent.

In 1870 the buffalo total was more than 8,000,000, made up of giant herds that roamed all over the western plains, but by today, a recent check-up made by the Paramount Company revealed, only about 4,000 of the animals are alive.

Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Harry Carey, Raymond Hatton, Monte Blue, Buster Crabbe and other principals in the cast, along with cameramen and helpers, risked their lives to record the amazing close-ups of the animal mass thundering through canyons and across plains in wild flight.

In order to round-up the 2,000 head used in "The Thundering Herd," the studio had to obtain the permission of the United States Government.

"The Thundering Herd" is the thrilling story of this drama, romance and danger that threatened the buffalo hunters during the early days of the West.

Ban 'Doubles', Western Stars Now Risk All

The sun evidently has set on the day of the Hollywood motion picture double, as it was revealed recently when Paramount's troup filming Zane Grey's outdoor romance, "The Thundering Herd," went on location at Lone Pine, California.

Directed by Henry Hathaway, the picture now showing at the...... Theatre features Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Harry Carey, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery and Raymond Hatton, and despite the many hazardous stunts called for in the script of the drama not a double was included in the studio party of eighty persons.

Ten years ago a company was not considered complete unless each actor and actress had a double to fill in during the tough going, particularly for the leading man. But now no one does the fast riding, flying mounts and flying dismounts for Randolph Scott.

His expert horsemanship is the result of early training back in Virginia and of days and days of hard practice.

"The Thundering Herd" is one of Zane Grey's most widely read novels. It is the story of the love of a young buffalo hunter and a girl, bound to a cruel foster-father. Through treacherous odds the young couple fight their way to happiness.

Seven-Foot Star

Randolph Scott, male lead in Paramount's "The Thundering Herd," now playing at the...... Theatre, is seven feet tall in sombrero and high heeled boots. Scott, who is actually six feet two inches tall, becomes two feet taller than his film sweetheart, Judith Allen, when dressed for his role. The supporting cast includes Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery and Raymond Hatton.

Punch Was Real

Moving picture make-up departments are accustomed to strange requests, so the make-up man on location with Paramount's "The Thundering Herd," now playing at the...... Theatre, was not surprised when he was asked to paint Randolph Scott's real black eye a normal colour.

Noah Beery, villain of the picture, forgot to pull his punches in a fight sequence. Scott got a beautiful shiner which had to be erased for the close-ups, but Director Henry Hathaway was pleased.

Nicknames Legal

Hard Riding Cowboys in "Thundering Herd" Dropped Real Names When They Joined

Blackjack Ward, Pony Express Bill, Big Boy Faust and Spike, all members of the troup of hard riding extras in the Paramount production of Zane Grey's outdoor romance, "The Thundering Herd," coming...... to the...... Theatre, are legally known by their trick nicknames.

They dropped their real names years ago when they became bronco busters and roping experts for the screen. They are featured in "The Thundering Herd" with Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Buster Crabbe and Noah Beery.
**Plain Talk**

Harry Carey Saves Movie Jobs for Indian Braves

Motion picture directors usually anticipate all problems of a production. But Henry Hathaway skipped one, when he took his Paramount company of eighty persons from Hollywood to location at Lone Pine, Calif., for scenes in Zane Grey's romance of the outdoors, "The Thundering Herd." This picture, which comes to the Theatre soon, has Randolph Scott and Judith Allen in the leading roles.

Hathaway did not count on the Piute Indians—natives of the High Sierra country—being unable to speak English. For two hours of the first day's scene shooting he and his assistant, Neil Wheeler, had to lead the Indians to their places in each take, then with gestures try to show them what to do.

It didn’t work so well and Hathaway was stumped for a remedy. Harry Carey, veteran of the outdoors, who has a major role in the picture, finally stepped up, grinning.

"I kinda liked to see you an’ Neil makin’ all those arm-wavin’s," smiled Harry. "But I'm just naturally soft-hearted."

With that he turned to the Piute chief, emitted what sounded to Hathaway like a few grunts and the Indians went through their parts in a hurry. Carey speaks fluently the dialect of every Indian tribe in the United States.

Featured with the principals, in addition to Carey are Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton and Monte Blue. The story deals with the romance of Scott and Miss Allen.

**Catch Lines**

A SPECTACULAR STAMPEDE OF THRILLS! 2,000 wild buffaloes thundering across the plains! 1,000 enraged Indians rebelling against invading whites! Reckless pioneers fighting for fortune in a dangerous empire! Action! Suspense! Spectacle! And Thrills!


He rushes in where brave men fear to tread . . . !

Fighting for FORTUNE, LIFE and LOVE . . . Zane Grey's "The Thundering Herd."

HE FLIRTED WITH DEATH . . . and a beautiful girl!

**Bargains With Redskins**

During the location filming of Paramount's Zane Grey outdoor romance, "The Thundering Herd," coming to the Theatre, Harry Carey, well-known character of hundreds of outdoor films, mixed business with business.

Harry Carey, who is featured in this film with Randolph Scott, Judith Allen and Buster Crabbe, operates an Indian trading post at Saugus, California, and always is on the lookout for new stock.

He found plenty of it among the Indians in the Mono and Owen Valley districts, where many of the thrilling scenes were made.

When the day's shooting was completed Carey got together with the Indians used in the picture.

They had brought native blankets, beaded leather coats, brilliant feathered decorations, gourds and pottery to the location.

**Zane Grey Film**

"The Thundering Herd," the Paramount picturisation of Zane Grey's famous novel, comes on to the Theatre. It was directed by Henry Hathaway and features Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Buster Crabbe and Noah Beery.
HE RUSHES IN WHERE BRAVE MEN FEAR TO TREAD . . .

Into the barbaric Indian country . . . blasting his way to fortune and adventure . . . risking a thousand deaths in a fight for life and a woman's love . . .!
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<tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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